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Baby Face" Nelson bought at least six Colt-made Thompson submachine guns.

At the time the motorized bandits of the late 1920s to
the beginning of the Second World War in 1939 were
active, some people viewed them as modern-day Robin
Hood characters. Others more properly viewed them as
sociopaths with a violent nature who stole from people
and put everyone at risk with their violent actions. Today
with the gloss of some SO years, they seem almost quaint
and harmless in comparison to the criminals who today
operate in our cities.
But .I am not interested in 'discussing the nature or
behavior patterns of the motorized bandits of that time but
rather their weapons. Since we are dealing with criminals
who stole money from banks or kidnapped people for
ransom, it is not surprising that most of the weapons that
were used by and subsequently captured from these bandits
were stolen. A quick review of the handguns recovered
from the likes of the Dillinger Gang, "Baby Face" Nelson,
Alvin Karpis, "Pretty Boy" Floyd, and that "charming" pair
of losers; Bonnie and Clyde, will show a hefty percentage
of M 1911. autos involved, most with their serial numbers
and other identifying characteristics roughly removed.
Sometimes.ehey had been stolen typically from National
Guard Armories where security was lax. Similarly,
Browning Automatic Rifles (MI91S) likewise showed up
frequently and they, too, traced their origin to National
Guard Armories. Although, interestingly enough, in his
statement to the Bureau of Investigation Agents about
the shooting of two agents in November 1934, John
Paul Chase, who was in the car with "Baby Face" Nelson,
claimed he used a Colt Monitor machine rifle, not the
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more common BAR. The going "underworld" price at the
time was $5,000 for this weapon of the depression era.
I find it interesting to hear of its use. It was certainly an
effective weapon. I found it much more lively and nimble
than a standard BAR, when I shot one while writing one
of my books on police firearms.
Other Colt-made products of the commercial nature,
however, do show up rather frequently and one type in
particular seems unusual in my mind, unless you give
them credit for skill development greater than that usually
found when dealing with the normal criminal class.
The Thompson sub machine gun was, of course, made
by the Colt Firearms Company for the Auto Ordnance
Corporation in 1921-1922. Some 15,000 were made, and
at between $175 and $225 per unit, they were not by any
means cheap since that is roughly $IS,OOO in 2013 money.
While early sales were made to individuals, it seems that
the company imposed limitations on the sales after a short
period. Certainly the popular myth that you could buy
a Thompson at the local hardware store is not accurate
except in a strict, technical sense since such an expensive
item was not likely to be stocked at hardware stores. This
is especially so when you consider that the market was
extremely limited for such a weapon and its competition
were inexpensive, double-barrel, and repeating shotguns,
along with a hacksaw.
While a few captured Thompson submachine guns were
actually purchased and then resold to criminals, it seems
that most were stolen from police departments. Many little
(and big) agencies would buy them. Isolated small police
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Guard Armories were commonly found among captured gangster arsenals of the 1930

departments made ideal pickings for organized bands such
as the Dillinger Gang who could invade a small-town
police department late at night (or early in the morning),
take the likely sole officer on duty by surprise, then raid the
weapons cabinet of the department. Locking the captured
officer in his own holding cell, they could speed away safely
now equipped with a nice, new Thompson SMG. Quite
a few Thompson sub-machine guns later captured from
criminal gangs of the period were supposedly acquired in
that fashion. I say "supposedly" as obviously the police
officer might well have reported such an attack but may
actually have been bribed to make the weapons available.
Bribing a low-paid constable on night duty to gain access
to the weapons would have been easy and safer for all
parties concerned,Perhaps
it did not happen that way, but
don't kid yourselfon.the
subject.
Other Colt products that were likely bought or acquired
in a similar fashion include a variety of Colt .32 and .380
autos and at least one Detective Special. The latter was
stolen from a car and found taped to the inner thigh of
Bonnie Parker when she was killed in 1934. It was recently
sold at auction for $250,000.
All of these various defense-oriented
Colt handguns
seem to me to be quite expected, but it is the presence of
some understudy weapons which I find more interesting as
it shows that at least some of the motorized bandits took
some interest in their skills.
Lester Gillis, known more commonly as "Baby Face"
Nelson, was known to follow the firearm periodicals of
the day and to practice his shooting skills. While clearly
a sociopath and psychotic individual, he was interested in
maintaining his firearms skills and was no coward. Fault
him on his risklreward analysis skills if you want, but not
on his firearms expertise or courage.
He was known to practice in the desert when hiding
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s period.

out near Reno, Nevada, with his .38 Super machine
pistols made for him by Lebman, the famed San Antonio
gunsmith. More interesting was the Colt Ace serial number
1406 later recovered from one of his cars by the Bureau of
Investigation (later renamed FBI). This was found to have
actually been purchased lawfully by a Nelson associate,
John Paul Chase. Obviously he used it as an understudy
for his .38 Super and.45 Government models. It had been
sold on October 17, 1934, by WE. Cobb (Reno Sporting
Goods) to an Edward Flynn of Reno, Nevada, according
to the records, but this was actually John Paul Chase who
admitted buying the weapon.
Another well-known gangster of the period was Alvin
Karpis. He was personally arrested by J. Edgar Hoover in
1936 and among the weapons captured was another Colt
Ace, this one bearing a mutilated serial number. Karpis
was another person who likely fails the test of properly
evaluating risk vs. rewards (but then,of course, that is the
classic failing of most criminals) but again was not afraid
of shooting it out with the police. Only weeks 'before his
capture, he had shot his way clear of an arrest by the Atlantic
City, New Jersey, police with his Thompson SMG. He was
found in possession when captured of a number ofM1911
pistols with the serial numbers defaced, obviously stolen,
one Commercial Government Model No. C-161847, and
his understudy Ace with a mutilated serial number. If your
continued criminal career advancement depends on your
firearms skill, having a cheap-to-shoot
:practic~ weapon
(also low noise level for that matter) makes good sense to
me (and apparently both Karpis and Nelson also).
"Pretty Boy" Floyd was known to carry Colt products at
various times also. An early .38 auto taken from him when
he was arrested is on display at a museum outside Tulsa,
Oklahoma, but more interesting was the pair of .45 autos
he had on his person at the time of his death. One was
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Paso, Texas, from a John Stockmeyer and shipped them
an M1911 bearing serial number 18,001 and the other
was a standard commercial Government Model .45 with
in October 1933 to Nelson for $400 down and $900
in COD charges, or $1,300. That's $117,000 in today's
the serial number removed by filing. According to the
money, according to my calculations.
October 26,1934, FBI memorandum
Prior to that October shipment,
on the subject, "This pistol, however,
had distinctive markings, including
Lebman sold another .38 Super
and a .25 Colt Auto to Nelson in
welding, upon the firing pin and
September 1933. He also bought
upon the safety guard. The gun
also bore an unusual shield on the
a Thompson from a deputy sheriff
for $150 and resold it to Nelson
right side of the firing pin." It was
for $300. Interestingly enough, this
obviously converted to machine pistol
format likely by Lebman, the famed
turned out to be an M 1927 semionly model which Nelson returned
gunsmith of San Antonio. Both were
to be re-converted into a selective fire
carried fully loaded and found with a
model. That was done by Lebman but
round in the chamber, likely carried
it was not shipped back to Nelson,
in "condition one" or "cocked and
locked" by Floyd and-thus he did not
being seized from Lebman's shop in
the April 1934 raid. By this time, the
have a chance to shoot"them prior to
serial number had been mutilated,
his death that day.
likely by Nelson.
While a few other handgun and
During the upcoming winter
shoulder weapon manufacturers were
An Ace .22 is not often thought of as a
season,
Nelson visited San Antonio
represented in the listoLcaptured
gangster gun but two of the leading 1930s
and
met
with Lebman, actually
weapons of the period, the Smith &
gangsters had them when captured - one
celebratingThanksgiving at his home
Wesson Heavy Duty .38 was the most
was even legally purchased!
that November of 1933. The Nelsons
obvious example. An example bearing
stayed a month and bought two more .380 Colts before
serial number 40399 was captured at The Little Bohemia
returning to the north. Withiri a year, Nelson would be
shoot-out. scene. It had been stolen from an Indiana
police officer. Colt-produced firearms, whether long or
dead.
short guns, were clearly the most popular and most often
During the Bureau's raid ofLebman's premises, a number
of Colt products were found, including a .45 Auto with a
captured. Among the Colt products also seized at Little
Bohemia was .38 Super Colt serial number 14130. It
mutilated number but so-called secret number (no doubt
on the slide under the firing pin stop) of 173697. It had
was originally shipped to Wolf and Klar in Fort Worth,
been obtained from Wolf and Klar in November 1933.
Texas. This weapon was sold by them to San Antonio
gunsmith Lebman who sold it to Nelson. Ultimately
Originally sold by Lebman to a gang member, it had been
traded back to Lebman for a .38 Super. Another Colt
he sold the members of the gang a number of guns.
.45, bearing serial number 161971, had been built into
According to statements given by Lebman to the Bureau
a machine pistol with a forward grip assembly on order
of Investigation on April 29,1934, after his shop had
from the gang but remained undelivered. Similar weapons
been raided in the aftermath of the Little Bohemia raid
but before-either Dillinger or Nelson were killed, Lebman
were later captured from gang members by the Bureau
and are on display today. Lastly, an M1911 bearing U.
had sold a-variety of weapons to gang members. While the
S. property marks and number 77149, nickel plated, was
serial numbers are lost to us for the most part, a few found
found in the Lebman shop. It seems everyone thought it
in Lebman's shop awaiting delivery are known.
stolen but perhaps not for we know some were sold by
What ~sApknow is that in June 1933 when the gang
the government to individuals. At the time of the raid,
drove down from St. Paul, Minnesota, where they were
it seems everyone made quite the deal about it, however.
staying at the time (St. Paul was a well-known gangster
While many firearms at the time were stolen from the
hideout town at the time), two .38 Super Colt Pistols
National Guard, police agencies, or taken out of cars where
and two .380 Colt pistols obtained from Wolf and Klar
they had been left not adequately secured, some were
by Lebman were sold to Nelson or gang members. In
surprisingly actually purchased for offensive or defensive
September 1933, they visited again and another pair of
purposes and a few were acquired with the specific goal
.38 Super and .380 Colt pistols were similarly obtained
of using them as skill developers or to understudy to the
and sold. Nelson inquired about getting a Thompson
main "battle gun."
submachine gun and Lebman obtained five of them in EI
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